
As decided, we have conducted our Food Festival/ Cater's Act/ Traditional Dance Programme on 15.02.2020 at our college campus from 05.30PM to 10.30PM in a grand scale; we have arranged 15 food counters for traditional items prepared by our students along with one counter for Games as well as one for Carving.

Immediately after inauguration the Traditional Dance programme commenced. The Bharatanatyam performed by Ms. Remona Evette Pereira, renowned dancer from Mangalore followed by Kala Mandalam Troupe from Kerala performed various types of Traditional dances of Southern India for about 2.30 Hours, in between young & energetic Ms. Gouri from Kerala exhibited her talent in Bharatanatyam. The entire gathering of above 1000 people from Kerala & Karnataka thrilled by seeing all the dance programmes & congratulated the college for arranging such good events. Finally there was a Live Band Programme by M/S City lights for 2 hours. We are happy to note that, people from neighbouring states witnessed the programme with pin drop silence.